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Abstract: Current challenges require automation industry to be more ﬂexible and tailored to a wide range of production scenarios. The trend shows up that the quantity of
products is alternating, while the amount of possible product conﬁgurations increases.
For this, manufacturing systems as well as control software applications have to be
reconﬁgurable and reusable to meet these demands. The international standard IEC
61499 offers a lot of advantages to face these challenges. This contribution therefore proposes different design approaches for IEC 61499 control applications that are
tailored to the demands of reconﬁguration and reusability.

1

Introduction

The international standard IEC 61499 [IEC05] provides advanced possibilities and ways to
design control applications. Crucial features are, amongst others, real object-orientation,
event-driven execution behavior and distributed controller design. Furthermore, it claims
vendor-independency, so that once designed control applications can be executed on any
engineering environment.
Current demands, as for example system’s reconﬁguration and reusability, can only partially be fulﬁlled by the application of well-established methods, which are used for control software development following the international standard IEC 61131 [IEC03]. Usually, the control code consists of one main program that calls function blocks or functions
and is processed cyclically or time-triggered. This design approach requests a complete
re-engineering of the control program, when rebuilding or migrating the attached plant.
However, plant operators demand a high grade of ﬂexibility in combination with minimal
downtimes. The IEC 61499 provides promising advances for tackling these problems.
Anyway, application engineers have to be aware of the new functionality and have to reconsider the way of control software design.
This contribution therefore proposes IEC 61499 controller design approaches that have
been developed during research work of the authors’ workgroup. It is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a short introduction on IEC 61499. Afterward, a plant example is
introduced in Section 3 that serves as a testbed to apply the design approaches, which are
described in Section 4. Finally, the contribution is concluded in Section 5.



2 The IEC 61499 standard

Figure 1: Basic Function Block.

The IEC 61499 is an industrial standard that deﬁnes an open architecture for the design
of distributed control applications. The standard provides a generic model for distributed
systems, which contains processes and communication networks as a basis for the distribution of applications on devices and their resources. It got ﬁnally standardized in 2005
and before that, it has been available as a Public Available Speciﬁcation since 2000. Currently, the standard is under review for the second edition.
An IEC 61499 control system is based on Function Blocks (FBs) encapsulating functionalities and their signal interconnection. The functionality is invoked depending on events.
The event-driven architecture represents a light-weight component solution that provides
all essential features such as encapsulation of semantics from a particular execution platform, portability, reconﬁguration and a holistic view on distributed applications.
Function Blocks provide an interface with event and data inputs and outputs plus associations between events and data variables. Different general FB types are deﬁned according
to their insides. Basic FBs are the basic building blocks. As shown in Figure 1, they consist of a body with data inputs and outputs and of a head with event inputs and outputs.
Furthermore, they contain an Execution Control Chart (ECC) that controls the execution
of algorithms depending on input events, input data and internal data and that produces
output events. Composite FBs contain multiple component FBs - Basic FBs and/or Composite FBs.
The applications, represented by a FB network, can be distributed to any (set of) controller(s) within the system. Finally, Service Interface FBs (SIFBs) explicitly deﬁne mechanisms for the interaction of FB applications with hardware resources. That is for example
reading the input variables from an input module, which is physically connected to the
process that shall be controlled.



The encapsulation of controller functions into objects is a very intuitive approach because
plants are constructed in a modular and hierarchical way as well. Therefore, the control
application for each plant part is represented by its own FB and, as in real world, the FBs
are hierarchically composed to build the whole controller structure. Figure 2 displays the
generic system model of IEC 61499. The controlled process is connected to devices that
execute the control software. Each device has several resources and the different applications can be mapped to these resources. As the structure is distributed, applications run
allocated on one or more devices.
The standard features vendor-independency, amongst others, by an XML-based interchange format for FBs and control applications. There is no restriction concerning the
applied controller and communication networks, while speciﬁc SIFBs are provided. This
marks very clearly the beneﬁt of IEC 61499 because in contrast to IEC 61131, the controller structure is really object-oriented and distributed and allows reconﬁguration at runtime [SZFB+ 06] and optimal utilization of resources [KHMH08].

Figure 2: IEC 61499 generic system model.

3

Plant Example

The framework presented in this contribution shall be demonstrated using the example
of a manufacturing prototype. The demonstrator in Figure 3 is part of the EnAS project
[EnA10], which deals with energy self-sufﬁcient actuators and sensors.
The testbed consists of two identical plant modules, which are rotated by 180∘ to each
1 marks the wait position and has one light barrier. It has no mounted
other. Conveyor ⃝
2 delivers pallets to
processing station, so it can be used as a pallet buffer. Conveyor ⃝
3 transports pallets to the Gripper
the Jack Station and has two light barriers. Conveyor ⃝
Station and has two light barriers as well. Furthermore, the ﬁgure displays the Jack Station
4 the Slide Station ⃝
5 and the Gripper Station ⃝.
6
⃝,



Figure 3: EnAS Demonstrator

To emphasize the effort of using the Energy-Autarkic Actuator and Sensor System, only the
1
right plant module is equipped with it. The left one is classically wired. The conveyors (⃝,
2 ⃝)
3 of both modules form a circuit and transport pallets cyclically to each processing
⃝,
station in the clockwise direction.
Each conveyor is moved by a separate drive and all six conveyors transport pallets with
tins and workpieces inside from one processing station to another. Equipped with light
barriers, the tins on the pallets are correctly positioned in front of the stations.
1 transports a pallet to the ﬁrst light barrier, i.e. the wait position. After
The ﬁrst conveyor ⃝
the light barrier is activated, the controller device switches off the drive and the pallet is
stopped. If the drive is started again, the pallet will move on and will disable the light
2 brings the pallet by means of two
barrier after a certain time. The second conveyor ⃝
4 The ﬁrst photo sensor
light barriers to the correct position in front of the Jack Station ⃝.
indicates the ﬁrst loading position, and the second one marks the second loading position.
3 transfers the pallets to two positions in front of the Gripper Station
The third conveyor ⃝
6 The ﬁrst position determines the correct positioning of the ﬁrst tin. The second tin
⃝.
will be positioned if the second sensor switches on. After activating the drive of the last
3 the two light barriers will be disabled after a certain time. The pallet will
conveyor ⃝,



Figure 4: Central Controller of the testbed

1
move to the wait position of the following plant module if the drive of its ﬁrst conveyor ⃝
is switched on.
The Jack Station puts workpieces from the Slide Station to the tins on the pallet or vice
versa. Furthermore, it can open a tin and deposit its lid onto the pallet or back onto the tin
again. To do this, the sucker of the Jack Station can move to a high and a low position as
well as to three different horizontal positions. The horizontal middle position can only be
reached if the Jack Station extends an additional Jack Stick. By means of vacuum, the lid
or the workpiece is sucked on and safely lifted when the sucker moves up. Through the
combination of these possibilities, the tins can be loaded and unloaded, respectively.
The main function of the Gripper Station is to close the lid of a tin, which was previously
loaded by the Jack Station. Furthermore, a tin can be lifted and deposed onto another
pallet. Through compressed air, the gripper is moved up and down and activates the sensors
up and down thereby.

4

Controller Design Approaches

This section introduces controller design approaches that have been developed during research work of the authors’ workgroup. The order is chronological, since the approaches
have been advanced due to solving new problems that appeared, when implementing control software for different testbeds. Therefore, the approaches are experimentally approved
to be applicable for manufacturing systems and are suitable for large scale plants as well.



Figure 5: Task-Controller of the Jack Station

4.1

Central-Controller Approach

The Central-Controller approach is quite common since the controller functions are implemented within one FB, what makes it possible to quickly comprehend the sequence of
the manufacturing steps. As the authors’ testbeds have ﬁrst been controlled by IEC 61131
conform controllers that usually consist of one main program and several function calls,
the idea seems obvious to just map the functionality of the classic controllers to the IEC
61499 conform ones.
The FB presented in the left of Figure 4 is the central controller of the left plant part of
the EnAS testbed. It controls all 3 conveyors and all processing stations. Therefore, the
ECC shown in the right of Figure 4 gets huge and hard to maintain. Even though this
FB is portable between several engineering environments conform to IEC 61499, it will
not be reusable if the production scenario changes, and it will completely have to be reengineered.
Regarding the ECC, one can see four different controller tasks, which are marked in Figure 4. The upper right ECC part controls the opening and unloading of a tin, whereas the
upper left part controls the loading and closing of a tin. The down center part controls the
conveyors of the plant, and the down right part controls the movement and the closing of
the gripper.
Using this information, several actions can be identiﬁed for every used mechanical component and distributed to separate FBs as described in [VHH06, HGVH07] for another
plant. This leads to the Master-Task-Controller approach, presented in the following.



4.2

Master-Task-Controller Approach

The Task-Controller is the reusable part of the control application and can be stored in a
library. It is once developed and veriﬁed for every mechanical component and controls
the speciﬁc functions of it. If a component is removed from or is added to the plant, this
Task-Controller FB will just have to be deleted from or inserted into the control application. Although the components are rearranged, the FB has only to be reconnected.
Figure 5 shows the FB and the ECC of the Task-Controller of the Jack Station. According to the ECC parts in Figure 4, the right rectangle borders all ECStates controlling the
opening and unloading of a tin, while the left rectangle controls the loading and closing of
a tin.
The control application is composed of all Task-Controllers, which handle the functionality. The program operation is coordinated by a Master-Controller. Such a controller
does not have any algorithm inside. It is therefore very easy to develop and to understand.
Even a concept of distributed master controllers was developed (for a different testbed)
in [MHH07]. The Master-Controller FB triggers the execution of every task by events.
As the Master-Controller is speciﬁc, it - but only it - will have to be re-engineered if the
production scenario changes. But in contrast to the Central-Controller approach, the FBs
controlling the elementary tasks are reusable. This makes the Master-Task-Controller approach more ﬂexible and allows quick reconﬁguration. Anyway, every new or changed
FB has to be uploaded to the control device. Since not every runtime environment supports this dynamic reconﬁguration as reported in [OWRSB05, VHH06], the application
has possibly to be stopped and restarted again with the new conﬁguration. The Parameterized Master-Task-Controller approach presents a solution for this problem and is presented
in the following.

4.3 Parametrized Master-Task-Controller Approach
The approach of the Parameterized Master-Task-Controller uses Master and Task-Controllers, too. The Master-Controller incorporates every possible production scenario and
coordinates it with the other Master-Controllers of the plant. The control application can
be reconﬁgured by implementing all possible production scenarios and switching between
them through changed parameters.
Figure 6 shows the Parameterized Master-Task-Controller and its corresponding ECC of
the Jack Station. Through the data input Actions, an array of sequentially performed actions can be parameterized. Whenever the FB receives the input event Jack and is in ECState START, the next action is read out from the array, and the connected Task-Controllers
are accordingly triggered. The number of actions is counted by an internal counter i. If this
number equals to the value of the data input Length, the counter is reset, and the planned
production scenario starts again from the beginning. As described in [GHH09], each production scenario is speciﬁed by an activity diagram of the Systems Modeling Language
(SysML). The speciﬁc scenarios are transferred to the controller via the human machine
interface, so that a high degree of ﬂexibility is reached because the process can be adapted



Figure 6: Parameterized Master-Controller of the Jack Station

to new demands without having to restart or even to change the code of the control device.

4.4 Workpiece-Controller Approach
The complexity of the planned production scenario can increase because of several reasons. For example, pallets are added to or removed from the manufacturing system, or
there exist production alternatives, which inﬂuence each other for some reason. Consequently, the planning process will become the most time-consuming part of the reconﬁguration.
The procedure can be simpliﬁed by developing the production scenario separately for
every pallet. For this, each scenario is represented by one FB, namely the WorkpieceController, which controls the actions of the Task-Controllers. Each Workpiece-Controller
allocates the Task-Controllers, which are necessary for the next production step, and releases them afterwards. If not all required Task-Controllers are available and a production
alternative exists, this one will be chosen. Regarding the idea of prioritizing the ECTransition presented in [TD06], it is further possible to prioritize the production alternatives.
Figure 7 shows the FB Network, which controls the Gripper Station. It receives the RUN
event, which is split and propagated according to the value of the event qualiﬁers store and
take by the E Switch FBs. Doing so, the actions close, hold and deposite are triggered.
The event qualiﬁer values are provided by the Workpiece-Controller FBs. For this, the
production process is handled by the pallets that ”know” what actions have to be executed
to process their workpieces.



Figure 7: Function Block network to control the Gripper Station

5

Conclusion

The international IEC 61499 standard features numerous advantages for current demands
of automation industry. The need for more ﬂexibility requires reconﬁgurable and reusable
control applications, what is facilitated by applying the standard. However, one will only
beneﬁt from the advantages if the design of control software is adapted to the improvements of the standard. All approaches, except the Central-Controller one, have in common
that they use the same Task-Controller. Each Task-Controller implements all elementary
actions, which can be performed by the corresponding mechanical component. Thus, each
vendor of mechanical components can supply the Task-Controller as his intellectual property and encapsulate it inside a FB [VCL05].
A control application can easily be developed by inserting the Task-Controllers of the
components and by interconnecting them according to the presented approaches. Following this procedure, the beneﬁts of real object-orientation and distributed controller design
show up and expose the advantages of applying the IEC 61499 for control software development.
Although the IEC 61499 standard supports issues as reconﬁguration, reusability, and ﬂexibility of controller design, it does not automatically guarantee that the designed controllers
have these capabilities [PMG+ 10]. An engineering methodology must be provided to
guide the designer through the development process to really achieve that goal.
This contribution has shown some steps towards these goals that have been shown to
be useful. There are other approaches as well in this quickly emerging ﬁeld of technology. What has not been mentioned in this short contribution is the fact that the described controller design methodologies are further enhanced by means of formal veriﬁcation [HMH08]. This is a rather signiﬁcant means to ensure correctness and reliability of
controller design. This goes, however, far beyond the scope of this contribution.
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